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Kerala well bestowed with enchanting natural beauty of palm fringe beaches and backwater with
charming glow of tea hillocks and rich forest hills are the main attraction of tourist. The state is
lovingly called God own country for itâ€™s be welding beauty and charm of nature blessed in it. Today
Kerala is outstanding in its tourism service attracting thousands and millions of tourist almost every
year.

The stateâ€™s emerald green hills, appealing hill stations, winding backwaters, exotic wildlife, rich
culture and traditions along with blissful hospitality coupled with cool climatic condition makes the
place a perfect site to escape for leisure relax break during holidays and vacations. Nowadays
different people from every nook and corners of the world often come and celebrate precious time to
relish dream holidaying experience in it. It has become one of the best holidaying hubs of the world.
Be it for honeymoon holidays, family vacation or for business travels people find the place
interesting and enjoyable.

To achieve the most impressive and gratifying statues of tourism, the state has highly promoted its
tourism facilities by providing the best opportunity for every tourist travelers in many ways. Kerala
along hospitality tourism it offers excellent hotel and accommodation services for food, lodging,
health facilities and other entertainment services are also cater by most of the hotels set up by
tourism for tourist services are also easily available in most of its destination. Thus they have played
a model role by offering world class services, warm hospitality and excellent services to make the
stay for the guest enjoyable and cherished experience of life time.

There are many Cheap Hotels in Kerala spread all over and strategically located according to the
place of destination and its attraction possible in it. They are mostly in the formed of well planned
budget for easy access and luxurious stay experience in Kerala. Moreover, there are many hotels
widely categorized into budget hotels, standard hotels and cheap hotels, luxury hotels in Kerala but
they are given options to choice according to their budget and interest.

The places like Munnar and Cochin are widely and frequently visited by most of the tourist to enjoy
the multiple facilities and attraction to experiences. For example Munnar hotels are quite cheap
compared to other hotels as the place is a short visiting place to just have a break. People mostly
indulge in adventure expedition and adventurous thrilling night spend so, these resorts and hotels of
Munnar are just for rest and refreshment and so they are quite cheap compared with other hotels.
And Cochin being a port city, it is just a stop stag for travelers before heading forward for tours and
other destinations. Thus tourist and business travelers often look for cheap Cochin Hotels and so
you will find numerous cheap highly facilitated hotels in Cochin.  

This cheap budget hotels have become quite popular and outstanding among tourist are easily
available almost in all the tourist fascinating places for easy access to fulfilled over all fun available
in the place to undertake by making the hotelâ€™s budget lower and utilizing them for other attraction
access purpose. Thus while planning trip always search for the best gratifying hotels of Kerala.
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Rama Shankar is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tours related topics. He has authored
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